1. The description of each word consists of a group of sememes. For example, the Chinese word "暗箱(camera obscura)＂ is described as: "part|部件, #TakePicture|拍攝, %tool|用具, body|身＂, and the Chinese word "寫信 (write a letter)＂ is described as: "write|寫, ContentProduct=letter|信件＂;
2. The meaning of a word is not a simple combination of these sememes. Sememes are organized using a specific knowledge description language.
To meet these challenges, our work includes:
1. A study on the How-net knowledge description language. We rewrite the How-net definition of a word in a more structural format, using the abstract data structure of set and feature structure.
2. A study on the algorithm used to compute word similarity based on How-net. The similarity between sememes, that between sets, and that between feature structures are given. To compute the similarity between two sememes, we use the distance between the sememes in the semantic taxonomy, as is done in Wordnet and Tongyici Cilin. To compute the similarity between two sets or two feature structures, we first establish a one-to-one mapping between the elements of the sets or the feature structures. Then, the similarity between the sets or feature structures is defined as the weighted average of the similarity between their elements. For feature structures, a one-to-one mapping is established according to the attributes. For sets, a one-to-one mapping is established according to the similarity between their elements.
3. Finally, we give experiment results to show the validity of the algorithm and compare them with results obtained using other algorithms. Our results for word similarity agree with people's intuition to a large extent, and they are better than the results of two comparative experiments. 
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